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Qi Men Dun Jia: The Stems

2016-07-01

the ideal source for everything in qi men the 10 stems of qi men dun jia are one of the core
components of the craft with some truly rich ties to ancient chinese history and culture
together with the earthly branches they define the time space axis of the universe and unlock
the nature of everything in existence the energy of the heavenly stems is irrevocably bound up
with human thought and behaviour until the present day the guidance of the 10 stems has proven
invaluable in activities such as moving houses or properties choosing the right wedding dates
launching new businesses and a variety of other matters the heavenly stems play a fundamental
role in many classical chinese traditions chinese astrology chinese cosmology yi jing bazi
feng shui and zeri among others and of course qi men itself qi men dun jia the stems for the
first time in its release history not only brings together a wealth of information on the 10
stems but also explains their interactions through a popular fantasy war setting game of stems
in this book you will learn how to recognise and interpret the guides and wisdom presented by
these deities and their unique alliances and rivalries positive and negative formations this
will enable you as an individual to gain a deeper understanding of the self and the
surrounding world what you ll learn complete essential reference materials and comprehensive
technical information on the 10 heavenly stems as well as application of their attributes and
influences on daily life helpful personality and character traits identified based on the
stems which will help in determining an individual s strengths and weaknesses and disclose
methods of self improvement the 10 stems visualised through the narrative of game of stems to
illustrate their respective interactions nad formations a wide range of reference materials
with comprehensive descriptions and information on the 10 stems the historical and cultural
post of the 10 stems and their influence in both chinese metaphysics and traditions chapter
highlights chapter one jia wood chapter two yi wood chapter three bing fire chapter four ding
fire chapter five wu earth chapter six ji earth chapter seven geng metal chapter eight xin
metal chapter nine ren water chapter ten gui water
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Qi Men Dun Jia Day Charts : Five Charm Method

2013-07-01

the outcome of a day in your hands if you re carrying out activities or events that stretch
within a day s duration the qi men dun jia day chart is the right deployment for you think of
this book as a speedy qi men deployment system that allows you to rapidly assess the potential
of a day without doing any of the hard work normally associated with qi men chart plotting get
the most out of qi men and get the most out of your day what you ll learn comprehensive
references of all qi men dun jia chart componentsan introduction to the fundamental concepts
of theories of qi menthe attributes and representations of the 9 stars 8 doors 10 stems and 8
deitiesthe auspicious and inauspicious qualities of a qi men chartthe meaning behind each
sector of every one of the 120 qi men day charts

Qi Men Dun Jia: The Deities

2016-07-01

the ideal source for everything in qi men in qi men dun jia the aspects of the subconscious
mind or high intelligence or divine spirit are recognised as the 10 deities through the
practice of qi men insights can be gained into the interactions between the spirit realm and
the natural world to understand how the former affects our lives the spirit realm exists
within the highest level above that of earth man and the heavens and to access this higher
realm is to call upon the support and guidance of the deities thus leading to a deeper
understanding of life s aspects and events from qi men forecasting to qi men warcraft the 10
deities hold considerable influence over the energies present at any given occasion qi men dun
jia the deities for the first time brings together a wealth of information on the 10 deities
for the versatile application of qi men dun jia discover how to recognise and interpret the
guides and wisdom presented by these deities and through this process gain a deeper
understanding of the self and the physical world
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Qi Men Dun Jia Day Charts - San Yuan Method

2013-07-01

the qi men dun jia day charts san yuan method is the perfect deployment system for events and
activities within the duration of 24 hours consider this as your essential qi men guide that
helps you quickly assess the suitability of a day minus the hassle and complicated process of
qi men chart plotting make the most of your day by maximising your qi men potential complement
your study with the qi men dun jia ten thousand year calendar qi men dun jia 540 yang
structure qi men dun jia 540 yin structure and with the qi men dun jia compendium

Qi Men Dun Jia: Year Charts

2013-07-01

benefit from the qi of the year the qi men way assessing year long activities or endeavours
and analysing world events are made easy with the qi men year charts this book is your quick
reference to deploy this technique with just a flip of the page helping you to rapidly assess
the potential of the year without the hassle of undergoing the tedious qi men chart plotting
process take advantage of the annual positive energy to make every year your best year yet
complement your study with the qi men dun jia ten thousand year calendar qi men dun jia 540
yang structure qi men dun jia 540 yin structure and with the qi men dun jia compendium

Qi Men Dun Jia Month Charts

2013-07-01

qi men dun jia day charts san yuan method plotting a qi men chart is a very complex process in
this book joey yap has drawn up all the 180 qi men month charts plotted based on san yuan qi
men month charting system and presented them in a simplified format even beginners to the qi
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men study can use with ease now you can assess and deploy the qi of a specific month to gain
the desired outcome of your activity by turning to the right page what you ll learn
comprehensive references of all qi men dun jia chart componentsan introduction to the
fundamental concepts of theories of qi men dun jiaeasy reference on the auspicious and
inauspicious qualities of a qi men chartcomplete reference of the 180 month charts according
to the upper middle and lower cycles compiled in one volumeeach sector of every one of the 180
qi men month charts comes with a commentary

Qi Men Dun Jia Compendium Second Edition

2015-10-01

an improved must have reference for everything qi men joey yap s qi men dun jia compendium is
the most comprehensive reference book to the qi men dun jia in the chinese metaphysics world
this book contains all the detailed references to the components methodologies and attributes
pertaining to the qi men dun jia system joey yap has extracted transliterated and tabulated
the essential information from the ancient classics of qi men dun jia and presented them in
simple english designed for the purpose of facilitating studies and further research this book
aims to bridge the gap for students and further research this book aims to bridge the gap for
students who want to learn and the teachers who want to teach qi men dun jia it is also
designed to enable the genuine enthusiasts who want to dig deeper into the knowledge but don t
have the time to do extensive research and prefer to find all the sources of information in
one single volume

Qi Men Dun Jia: Annual Destiny Analysis

2013-07-01

written with a look up and refer style format the qi men annual destiny analysis is a
simplified easy to use reference for performing an instant annual destiny assessment reading
therefore you can immediately dive down to the core of analyzing a qi men destiny chart in a
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no hassle way whether it is on personality career business relationship family health and
academic pursuits this book contains all the necessary information that helps to unravel the
burning questions about your future

Qi Men Dun Jia : The 100 Formations

2014-06-01

the comprehensive reference to the 100 stem formations joey yap compiles the most common and
best known combinations of the qi men dun jia chart in this most comprehensive reference yet
on the ancient divination technique used by renowned strategists of chinese history this
essential reference presents an easy to understand format of the structures of the 10 heavenly
and earthly stems and contains informative knowledge of each combination what you ll learn
essential and complete reference for the 100 stem formations the original chinese classical
texts and their transliteration and interpretation for each of the 100 formations an easy to
reference format of every combination and their interaction with the 8 doors excellent
reference companion for genuine enthusiasts students or professional practitioners of qi men
dun jia

Qi Men Dun Jia: 540 Yang Structure

2013-07-01

written and compiled exclusively for every qi men enthusiast qi men dun jia is an interesting
subject but mastering it takes time from plotting out countless qi men charts 1 080 to be
precise to tediously scrutinizing every sector and repeating this process for every single
forecast qi men is energy draining at best with this book joey yap has drawn up all the qi men
540 yang structure charts and presented every single one of them in an easy to understand
format along with description of every sector in a simplified manner welcome to qi men in the
21st century this book is best read with the qi men dun jia 540 yin structure the qi men dun
jia ten thousand year calendar and with the qi men dun jia compendium
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Qi Men Dun Jia: Strategic Executions of the 100 Formations

2014-06-01

executing the right strategy with qi men dun jia joey yap has put together an essential
reference for performing an accurate and instantaneous strategic execution with the help of
the 100 qi men heavenly stem formations with this book know which strategy to take at any
given time and get ahead to obtain the most desired results in life packed with concise
information and easy to refer tables and guides this systematic reference is all you need to
engineer a successful outcome for all important life pursuits

Qi Men Dun Jia Destiny Analysis

2013-05-01

breaking down the destiny code qi men style qi men dun jia destiny analysis is a very complex
system but in this book the entire system is simplified to create a look up and refer style
format where you can immediately dive down to the core of analyzing a qi men destiny chart
hassle free whether it is on personality career business relationship family health and
academic pursuits this book contains all the necessary information that helps to unravel the
burning questions about your future

Qi Men Dun Jia: The Stars

2016-07-01

the study of chinese metaphysics makes a lot references to celestial objects much like the 9
stars which are based ob stars known since ancient times it is widely accepted that timing
plays a large part in a person s successes and failures and it is the heavens that dictate the
right time it happens the ancient chinese developed an acute interest in the big dipper and
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had practical uses for the stars within that asterism many chinese spiritual beliefs arose
about the stars and their connection to the changing seasons of the earth throughout history
people have noticed and written about these stars under different names for the first time qi
men dun jia the stars brings together a wealth of information on the 9 stars tap into the
various applications of qi men dun jia and discover how to recognise and interpret the guides
and wisdom presented by these stars gain a deeper understanding of one s self and the
surrounding world while connecting to a practice that has been around for centuries

Qi Men Dun Jia: 540 Yin Structure

2013-07-01

supercharge your qi men studies qi men dun jia is an interesting subject but mastering it
takes time from plotting out countless qi men charts 1 080 to be precise to tediously
scrutinizing every sector and repeating this process for every single forecast qi men is
energy draining at best with this book joey yap has drawn up all the qi men 540 yin charts and
presented every single one of them in an easy to understand format along with description of
every sector in a simplified manner welcome to qi men in the 21st century this book is best
read with the qi men dun jia 540 yang structure the qi men dun jia ten thousand year calendar
and with the qi men dun jia compendium

Qi Men Dun Jia Forecasting Methods - People and Environmental
Matters (Book 2)

2013-11-01

explore possibilities and outcomes with the ancient art of qi men qi men dun jia forecasting
methods people and environmental matters book 2 is a practical and easy to use reference book
on utilising the ancient art of qi men for divination or forecasting in this second instalment
on forecasting methods learn how to divine subjects related to people and their relationships
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as well as environment factors

Qi Men Dun Jia: The Doors

2016-07-01

in qi men dun jia men represents the 8 doors found in each sector of a qi men chart of all the
qi men components the doors are unique for being the most visually evocative due to their
influence on actions and events the 8 doors tend to have a selection of tasks and proceedings
that are deemed suitable and unsuitable for thus making them useful for a large variety of
activities qi men dun jia when translated means mysterious door hiding the jia making it
obvious that the doors play an important role in representing the state of man and everything
else these 8 mystical doors of qi men also known as the human plate govern our actions and the
events surrounding our lives when we reach for the power of the doors we will be able to
maximize the potential of what we do to obtain the best possible result in life qi men dun jia
the doors for the first time brings together a wealth of information on the 8 doors for the
versatile application of qi men discover and learn how to recognize and interpret the guides
and wisdoms presented by these doors and through this process gain a deeper understanding of
one s self and the world that surrounds us

Qi Men Dun Jia Date Time and Activity Selection

2013-05-01

your immediate access to qi men time selection to be able to select the right moment for the
right activity was a key to winning during the war torn era in the past this principle still
holds true even until today joey yap has shortened the traditionally tedious and time
consuming process of qi men by summarizing the most crucial part of qi men date time and
activity selection in this book know the right hour to apply for a job and the right hour to
ask for a favour all by a simple flip of pages what you ll learn essential reference for qi
men dun jia date time and activity selection methodthe brief history of qi men dun jia and its
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application then and nowthe representation of the ten stems as the hour stemsthe 8 door
analysis based on combo with the ten hour stemsforecast on various activities or tasks in
relation to career business wealth academic pursuits health and relationship

Qi Men Dun Jia: Feng Shui

2013-07-01

p   p

Qi Men Dun Jia: Evidential Occurrences

2013-07-01

qi men dun jia evidential occurrences evidential occurrences is one of the most mysterious and
fascinating subjects of qi men dun jia for the first time you will be able to access the
knowledge of the secretive fa qi men school of qi men dun jia through this comprehensive guide
on the subject exercise your creative thinking and judgement while interpreting the cryptic
signs of qi men evidential occurrences

Qi Men Dun Jia: Sun Tzu Warcraft

2014-06-01

for business politics and absolute power the qi men dun jia sun tzu warcraft by joey yap is
the first book of its kind that elucidates sun tzu s art of war in detail all thirteen
chapters of the original classic have been meticulously transliterated line by line without
losing the accuracy of its original meaning modern day business commentaries based on joey yap
s personal experiences in business as a successful entrepreneur are also included taking into
account the perspective of qi men dun jia application in today s context this book is intended
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to advance practitioners to a higher level of understanding on the art of war and transform
the knowledge into a tool of war in business and in life

Qi Men Dun Jia: 28 Constellations

2015-10-01

the first definitive english reference to the chinese 28 constellations the first book of its
kind in english qi men dun jia 28 constellation sheds light on the oldest star cataloguing
systems in the world collecting information from associated mythology to chinese metaphysical
significance this book is the definitive reference for the chinese metaphysics enthusiast
especially if you are a qi men dun jia practitioner

Qi Men Dun Jia Compendium Series Volume 3 - 540 Yin Dun Chart

2011-12

qi men dun jia is known as king of art and art of king because it is regarded as the best of
breed in chinese meta physics king of art during the ancient chinese history qi men dun jia
can only be practiced by the king art of king throughout the history of china qi men dun jia
has played a significant role in shaping china from the very first emperor huang di all the
way to mao zedong this book is part of the compendium series the intention is to help those
who can t read chinese have access to qi men dun jia chai bu and zhi run hour qi men method
charts and calendar the compendium series will provides a comprehensive information available
to readers that don t even exist in chinese books volume 1 consists of qi men dun jia chai bu
and zhi run hour qi men method calendar in english from the year 1930 to 2020 volume 2
consists of qi men dun jia yang dun 540 charts with detail explaination of each chart by
palaces volume 3 consists of qi men dun jia yin dun 540 charts with detail explaination of
each chart by palaces with the compendium series readers can use the past event to plot the qi
men dun jia chart and learn from past event use the calendar to plot qi men dun jia chart
based on birth date time instant interpretation of qi men dun jia chart from the information
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available at each palaces use the calendar and charts for qi men dun jia application e g
choosing a good date time and location quick reference on auspicious and inauspicious qi men
dun jia charts this book is organized into 3 parts the first part contains references that you
need to look for a qi men dun jia chart the second part is the list of auspicious and
inauspicious charts in qi men dun jia which is a key element used in date selection the third
part is all the 540 yin dun charts in detailed explanation by palaces

Qi Men Dun Jia Forecasting Methods - Wealth and Life Pursuits
(Book 1)

2013-11-01

explore possibilities and outcomes with the ancient art of qi men qi men dun jia forecasting
methods wealth and life pursuits book 1 is a practical and easy to use reference book on
utilising the ancient art of qi men for divination or forecasting in this first instalment on
forecasting methods learn how to divine subjects related to a person s prospects in pursuit of
his or her calling and fortune in life

Qi Men Dun Jia

2014-09-06

this book seeks to explain the theories behind an ancient chinese divination system qi men dun
jia real life situations are analyzed to illustrate how the theories of qi men dun jia are
applied and how the outcomes can be determined through the logic of this system qi men dun jia
an ancient chinese divination system covers a wide range of topics suitable for readers of all
levels from those who are just starting to learn about this method all the way to advanced
practitioners in the past qi men dun jia was often used for strategizing in combat and war but
today practitioners are utilizing this method effectively in business matters career health
relationships lawsuits feng shui remedies and numerous other aspects of daily life with this
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book you will have the opportunity to learn and apply the theories of qi men dun jia many of
the formulas written in the chinese classics are translated and explained in this book by
understanding the intricacies of this method and knowing how to apply the theories you can use
qi men dun jia in a way that effectively improves others lives and helps you make better life
decisions

Introduction to Qi Men Dun Jia

2020

qi men dun jia is known as king of art and art of king because it is regarded as the best of
breed in chinese meta physics king of art during the ancient chinese history qi men dun jia
can only be practiced by the king art of king throughout the history of china qi men dun jia
has played a significant role in shaping china from the very first emperor huang di all the
way to mao zedong this book is part of the compendium series the intention is to help those
who can t read chinese have access to qi men dun jia chai bu and zhi run hour qi men method
charts and calendar the compendium series will provides a comprehensive information available
to readers that don t even exist in chinese books volume 1 consists of qi men dun jia chai bu
and zhi run hour qi men method calendar in english from the year 1930 to 2020 volume 2
consists of qi men dun jia yang dun 540 charts with detail explaination of each chart by
palaces volume 3 consists of qi men dun jia yin dun 540 charts with detail explaination of
each chart by palaces with the compendium series readers can use the past event to plot the qi
men dun jia chart and learn from past event use the calendar to plot qi men dun jia chart
based on birth date time instant interpretation of qi men dun jia chart from the information
available at each palaces use the calendar and charts for qi men dun jia application e g
choosing a good date time and location quick reference on auspicious and inauspicious qi men
dun jia charts this book is organized into 3 parts the first part contains references that you
need to look for a qi men dun jia chart the second part is the list of auspicious and
inauspicious charts in qi men dun jia which is a key element used in date selection the third
part is all the 540 yang dun charts in detailed explanation by palaces
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Qi Men Dun Jia Compendium Series Volume 2 - 540 Yang Dun Chart

2011-12

learn one of the most treasured divination methods in chinese culture this book is a step by
step manual for learning the fundamentals of qi men dun jia for auspicious date selection
considered a treasure of chinese culture and one of the top three divination methods qi men
dun jia offers a powerful method for using nature s energy to support your life in this book
david presents the fundamentals of qi men dun jia and explains how to use this method for
auspicious date selection this is an advance book it is for the serious student that has a
strong background in chinese metaphysics including the early and later heaven ba gua he tu luo
shu and the chinese calendar this book is not for beginners the author also has a powerful qi
men dun jia software which will save the practitioner lots of time david twicken healingqi com

Introduction to Qi Men Dun Jia

2011-06-24

i was a student of chinese meta physics for many years before i mastered the art and started
teaching i understand the difficulties in learning this art and as such the purpose of writing
this book is to simplify the art for easy learning in this book the qi men dun jia chart is
dissected into layers and each layer is explained step by step in addition the concept of
reference point is introduced so that students will be able to easily understand and interpret
the qi men dun jia chart the qmdj calendar and 1080 charts are available at the back for easy
reference a word of caution is that qi men dun jia covers a lot of areas and this book only
presents the tip of the iceberg i have also made it simpler to learn by stripping out the
advanced concepts however these advanced concepts are important to mastering qi men dun jia
and will be covered in depth in my class i hope that this book will help you get started with
qi men dun jia
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Qi Men Dun Jia Made Easy

2019-06-24

it was recorded in the chinese history that qi men dun jia together with da liu ren and tai yi
shen shu are the highest three arts or three styles in chinese meta physics it was said that
these arts can only be practice by the emperor or their advisors commoner will be executed if
being caught practicing it qi men dun jia is known as king of art and art of king because it
is regarded as the best of breed in chinese meta physics king of art during the ancient
chinese history qi men dun jia can only be practiced by the king art of king throughout the
history of china qi men dun jia has played a significant role in shaping china from the very
first emperor huang di all the way to mao zedong this book is written with lay person in mind
more than 80 qi men dun jia charts are used to illustrate the following divination general
matters divination marriage relationship career business matter and wealth opportunity
products services sickness exam test study interview fengshui condition of a house finding
empty parking lot or seat accuracy of information for each type of divination good and bad
formations are being presented and explained in detailed for example for marriage relationship
how to see problem in marriage who is rejecting who etc for sickness how to identify sickness
and how to use the information to find a doctor that can help to cure the sickness application
general matters application asking favor from boss negotiation with boss interview proposal
submission business negotiation how to use the power of qi men dun jia to ask favor from boss
how to be successful in interview proposal submission and business negotiation

Control Your Destiny by Mastering Qi Men Dun Jia

2010-11

it is recorded in the chinese history that qi men dun jia together with da liu ren and tai yi
shen shu are the highest three styles in chinese meta physics during the ancient chinese era
the practice of such arts was only privileged to the emperors or their advisors commoners were
executed if they were found practising it throughout the history of china qi men dun jia has
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played a significant role in shaping china historical records have shown all the emperors had
practiced this art from the very first emperor huang di to and include chairman mao zedong
many may think that this ancient art may not be applicable in modern times as it was mainly
use for wars in ancient era this book is a complete re write of my first book that provides a
clearer insights on how qi men dun jia is applied and appreciated in today s society with over
30 new real life case studies

Practical Application of Qi Men Dun Jia

2011-12

qi men dun jia is an advanced system of divination you must have experience with this system
to use this book this book does not teach you this method this book saves you a lot of time
finding favorable times and directions you must have access to a qi men dun jia calendar and
know how to use it to use this book if you don t have this info please do not buy this book
the qi men dun jia summary charts are a quick way to find auspicious times and directions the
tables are a summary of the main plates used in qi men dun jia the tables filter out
unfavorable influences and only the favorable times and directions appear if you have
experience with qi men dun jia you can find an auspicious time and direction then you can
calculate the full plates from any methods you know this book does not do that for you for
your particular purpose these charts can help you save time the charts factor in the following
earth stem plate heaven stem plate earth heaven plates ba men plate earth heaven ba men plates
nine stars eight spirits xun sou five elements cycles seven killings san qi in tomb fu yin and
fan yin for ba men you can find an example of these charts on my website healingqi com

Better Control of Your Destiny by Mastering Qi Men Dun Jia

2014-08-01

fui estudiante de metafísica china durante muchos años antes de dominar el arte y empezar a
enseñar comprendo las dificultades que entraña el aprendizaje de este arte y por ello el
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propósito de escribir este libro es simplificar el arte para facilitar su aprendizaje en este
libro la placa de qi men dun jia se disecciona en capas y cada capa se explica paso a paso
además se introduce el concepto de punto de referencia para que los estudiantes puedan
entender e interpretar fácilmente el mapa qi men dun jia el calendario qmdj y los 1080
gráficos están disponibles en la parte posterior para facilitar su consulta una palabra de
precaución es que qi men dun jia cubre muchas áreas y este libro sólo presenta la punta del
iceberg también he simplificado su aprendizaje eliminando los conceptos avanzados sin embargo
estos conceptos avanzados son importantes para dominar el qi men dun jia y serán tratados en
profundidad en mi clase espero que este libro le ayude a iniciarse en el qi men dun jia la
imagen de un abanico hecho de pluma de ganso se utiliza como cubierta ya que el abanico es
utilizado por zhuge liang el famoso practicante de qi men dun jia

Qi Men Dun Jia Summary Charts

2014-09-08
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esta registrado en la historia china que qi men dun jia junto con da liu ren y tai yi shen shu
son los tres estilos mas elevados en metafisica china durante la era antigua china la practica
de dichas artes era solo un privilegio de los emperadores o sus consejeros los plebeyos eran
ejecutados si se les encontraba practicandolo a traves de la historia de china el qi men dun
jia ha jugado un papel importante en la formacion de china registros historicos han demostrado
que todos los emperadores han practicado este arte desde el primero de los emperadores huang
di hasta incluso el primer ministro mao zedong muchos pueden pensar que este antiguo arte
puede no ser aplicable en los tiempos modernos ya que era usado principalmente para las
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guerras en la antiguedad esta es una reescritura de mi primer libro que proporciona
perspectivas mas claras sobre como se aplica y se aprecia en la sociedad de hoy el qi men dun
jia con mas de 30 nuevos casos de la vida real
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a detailed introduction for students and practitioners practicing xuan kong da gua fixed yao
method xuan kong da gua 64 gua transformation analysis fixed yao method supplements the
advance study and practice of xuan kong da gua amongst serious students and practitioners
highlighting the principles of the changing yao theory in xuan kong da gua feng shui this book
explores each one of the 384 fixed yao in detail the information presented in this book will
help speed up your practice and accuracy of xuan kong da gua fixed yao method considerably
with its comprehensive references and detailed charts and tables
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a study on the influence of a xuan kong da ga setup on the relationships of occupants in a
property the six relationships method analyzes the degree of influence of a xuan kong da gua
setup to a particular individual livingin a property this method presented in this book can
also aid the reader in pinpointing the year or time frame in whichthe expected outcome would
take place comprehensive and detailed the six relationships method book offers detailed and
descriptive introduction to all 384 yaos and on what different attributes represents with each
line
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the famous classic purple white script or zi bai jue has memsmerized feng shui enthusiasts and
practitioners for centuries the script believed to be originally conveived in the era of tang
dynasty contains the core screts to the practice and interpretation of the nine purple white
stars popularly used by all xuan kong feng shui advocated from ancient days till the current
times the purple white script is written in two segments the upper scroll which conceals the
secrets chart plotting techniques of the advanced purple white star known as the advanced star
charts and the lower scroll which disclosed the intepretation of the nine stars the best kept
secret of xuan kong feng shui despite its unresolved pedigree the classical text of purple
white script has made it to the haloed list of mandatory classics for advanced xuan kong
studies this book is the result of well researched and clearly written dissertation on the
script and for the first time ever it is made available to english speaking readers making
this book a definite must read for feng shui enthusiasts everywhere
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a complete supplementary guide to the specified study of the flying yao method xuan kong da
gua 64 gua transformation analysis flying yao method supplements the advance study and
practice of xuan kong da gua focusing on the flying yao method the method presented here is
the foundational principle of the changing yao theory in xuan kong da gua feng shui the
information contained in pages will help speed up your practice and accuracy of xuan kong da
gua fixed yao method considerably as it explores every one of the 384 fixed yaos contained
herein in detail
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Xuan Kong Flying Star Purple White Script's Advanced Star
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a comprehensive guide to san yuan qi men xuan kong da gua the san yuan qi men xuan kong
compendium is a detailed book that integrates the studies and methodologies of both qi men dun
jia and xuan kong 64 hexagrams this book also includes all the detailed references and
application methods to the san yuan qi men xuan kong da gua system all packed into one single
volume for an easy read the compendium is an ideal source for committed students practitioners
and even masters wishing to study or teach san yuan qi men xuan kong da gua
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